
HUDSON MILLS OLD POWER CLUB 
2015 TRACTOR PULLING RULES 

(Revised 12/19/14) 
 
1. All contestants enter at their own risk. 

2. All tractors manufactured in 1957 or before must have stock appearing engine blocks. Carburetors 

and intakes must be limited to after market or replacement type (i.e., Farmall Super H carburetor on 

Farmall H (o.k.) Or Allis WD maniford on Allis WC (o.k.) 

3. Tractors will be separated into two divisions: Antique will include all tractors 1940 and older, and 

Classic will include all tractors manufactured between 1941 and 1957. Suggested weight classes for 

rubber tire tractors: Up to 2,600 pounds, 2,601 to 3,600 pounds, 3,601 to 4,600 pounds, 4,601 to 

5,600 pounds and 5,601 to 6,600 pounds. Max weight per class no exceptions. 

4. Steel wheels, when class is provided, may have extension rims not to exceed the width of the regular 

wheel face. Drawbar height on steel wheel tractors not to exceed 16 inches with spades in ground 

and the hitching point must extend beyond spades of rear wheels. Steel class is open percentage. 

5. Any rubber tired tractor can jump one weight class, (also may pull steel). One driver per tractor per 

class. 

6. Tractors must not have added governor controls, such as ropes, wire, or foot controls, even if factory 

installed. Engine RPM’s shall not exceed HMOPC’s engine RPM chart. 

7. Drawbar height for all rubber tired tractors shall not exceed 18 inches and hitching point must  

extend beyond radius of rear tractor tires at 18” high. All hitches must be rigid in all directions and 

secured with a minimum of “grade 5” bolts. Contestants must furnish own safe clevis (of horizontal 

type) with a minimum of a 3” hole bolted securely to draw bar and meet judges’ safety standards. 

8. Driver must remain seated and signal tractor is out of gear when hitching and unhitching from the 

pulling device. Driver must remain firmly seated (no bouncing) and keep one hand on the wheel at 

all times during a pull. Driver must obey signals from track flagman. 

9. All drivers must be 16 years of age or older or have written permission from parent or guardian. 

Minors must have a parent at track side. Friday night Juniors pull age limit is 15 years old. 

10. Coaches will not be allowed on the track. Coaches must remain at trackside behind designated 

boundary lines. The pull will stop until such time as the track is cleared. Exceptions may be made for 

new pullers with approval from track judges. 

11. Cannot use any locking differential in antique or classic tractor pulls. 

12. Maximum rim width of 10 inches will be allowed in the 2,600 pound class, 11 inches for the 3,600 

pound class, 12 inches for the 4,600 pound class, 14 inches for the 5,600 pound class and 14 inches 

for the 6,600 pound class. Maximum tire width for the 2,600 pound class is 12.4, 13.9 for the 3,600 

class, 14.9 for the 4,600 class, 15.5 for the 5,600 class and 16.9 for the 6,600 class. 

13. Dual wheels are not allowed. Tractor must be of a two-wheel drive type. No radial or Ward’s tires 

will be allowed on rear. No cut or disc ground tires. No altered or exessively road worn tires.  

14. Weight falling off the tractor during the pull will result in that tractor and driver being disqualified 

for that hook. 

15. No weights should be attached beyond the front of the tractor’s tires. No added weight behind the 

hitch point will be allowed. Front weight bar may not extend beyond the radius of the tire. 

16. Major tractor controls must be operational and havea an engine kill switch. Tractor must have kill 

switch within read of the driver’s position. 

17. Tractor must be operated at a safe speed or manner during all weekend events or tractor and operator 

will be disqualified. 

18. All percentage classes will be allowed to weight in on scales one time only. 

19. No alcoholic beverages will be allowed for sontestants before or during the pull. 

20. All pulls should have three judges who majority decisions will be final. Poor sportsmanship conduct 

will result in disqualifications. 

21. If front or rear tractor tire touches out of bounds rope, in any way, that hook is disqualified. 

22. All tractors must pull in a gear that does not exceed 2.5 MPH. Must use same gear throughout entire 

class. 

23. Antique tractors, through 1940, are encouraged to have fenders. All tractors manufactured in 1941 or 

newer must have fenders. 

24. When boat is trapped at end of track the boat may be spotted to center of track. If spotted then the 

hook must go in direction of original pull. 

25. All rules are subject to the judges’ discretion. Judges’ rulings are final. 


